CHEMIST
Direct Chemist Outlet are a
rapidly growing group of discount
pharmacy stores.
If you are interested in a license for
your pharmacy, please contact
John Lopes. Phone 0418 313 232

directchemistoutlet.com.au
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Securing cold chain
FOR the first time ever, the
Pharmaceutical Society of
Australia’s APF 22 pharmacy
practice resource includes a
detailed section on cold chain
management.
“Summer in Australia presents
many difficulties for managing the
transportation and storage of
temperature-sensitive medicines
(cold chain),” the PSA said in a
statement.
“Some of the challenges faced by
pharmacies include power outages
resulting from summer storms,
bushfires and other natural
disasters,” the PSA added.
The guidance includes the advice
to review their written procedures
for dealing with cold chain
breaches and power failures, and
contains a list of information that
may be required by manufacturers
to determine the most appropriate
action to take.
In addition to the cold chain
management information, APF 22
contains many new sections,
including palliative care, opioid
conversion and dose calculations in
children.
APF 22 was developed by a range
of expert contributors and an
editorial board chaired by Emeritus
Professor Lloyd Sansom.

Lung cancer goes online
IN the ever increasing world of
online health it is perhaps not
surprising that the Cancer Council
Australia has just released the new
clinical practice guidelines for the
treatment of lung cancer in an
electronic ‘wiki’ format.
The move marks the first update
to the guidelines in eight years,
with the guide designed to assist
healthcare professionals and their
patients to make informed
treatment choices based on the
most current research available.
At present, lung cancer is the fifth
most common cancer in Australia,
and whilst survival rates have
improved, the five-year relative
survival remains relatively low at 14%.
According to the Cancer Council,
this fact highlights the “importance
of appropriate referral to multidisciplinary teams and evidencebased treatment to improve
survival outcomes”.
The Clinical Practice Guidelines
for the Treatment of Lung Cancer,
commissioned and co-funded by
Cancer Australia and developed by
Cancer Council Australia, revise the
treatment section of the 2004
“Clinical practice guidelines for the
prevention, diagnosis and
management of lung cancer”.

Unbelievable
SPECIAL OFFERS
OFFER 1

GET UP TO 132,
2 FOR 1 MOVIE
PASSES VALUED
AT $2508

FREE!

OFFER 2

ODOURLESS
FISH OIL
1000MG 200
FROM JUST

$3!

OFFER 3

ODOURLESS
FISH OIL
1000MG 400
FROM JUST

$5!

Organised according to disease
stage, the guidelines cover
questions such as: What is the role
of radiotherapy in the treatment of
operable stage I non-small cell lung
cancer? What is the optimal secondline therapy in patients with extensive
stage small cell lung cancer?
The guidelines also cover questions
such as: What is the role of
palliative care in symptom
management for patients with lung
cancer?
Speaking about what has been
hailed as a “game changing” wiki
format, Professor David Ball, from
the Peter MacCallum Cancer
Centre, and Chair of the Lung
Cancer Guidelines Working Party,
said the web-based electronic
format allows editing and updating
by expert committees as new
evidence becomes available.
“We invite readers who become
aware of new evidence to create a
personal account and make
comments online in the appropriate
section, so that the working party
can consider whether it should
change any of the
recommendations,” he said.
To view the new guidelines visit
http://wiki.cancer.org.au/australia/
Main_Page.

Intern e-learning
THE Department of Human
Services has launched a brand new
eLearning module and a
redeveloped face-to-face workshop
for its PBS pharmacy intern program.
The self-paced, interactive
eLearning program needs to be
completed before the face-to-face
workshop and covers PBS claiming,
rules and requirements, and the
individual topics let you refer back
to content when you need it.

Script changes
MEDICARE is reminding
healthcare professionals that it will
not pay claims for PBS prescriptions
if changes are made to: prescriptions
for Schedule 8 (Controlled Drugs)
medicines; or if the drug supplied is
a completely different medicine
(e.g. Atenolol to Metoprolol) or
additional medicine (e.g. prescription
for Atenolol only, changed to
Atenolol and Fluoxetine).
In addition Medicare will not pay
out on changed PBS prescriptions
where: there is an increase in the
quantity and/or repeats; or where
the date of prescribing has been
altered; or where the medicine has
been supplied to a different patient.
For details see
www.medicareaustralia.gov.au.

Pharmacies for Sale
South Brisbane - QLD (#1527)

North Perth - WA (#1547)

Start up pharmacy with enormous
potential. Situated in a small shopping
centre in a bayside growth area.
Everything is now in place.

Nothing to be spent on fixture & fittings.
Good prescription base.
The pharmacy would suit a hands-on
owner.
Attractive area to live and work.

READY for an owner/operator with an
attittude to grow this pharmacy to its full
potential. Permanent doctor now in the
centre with another to come

All Reasonable offers will be
considered

CLICK HERE FOR FULL DETAILS
AND ORDER FORMS!

Established since 1987

Sales Price $850,000

1800 670 440
Australia’s largest & longest established
pharmacy broker

Secure your place at
pharmacy’s premier event!
CLICK HERE TO REGISTER NOW!
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Advertise with us
For details call us today: 1300 799 220
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Travel Specials
WELCOME to Pharmacy Daily’s
travel feature. Each week we
highlight a couple of great travel
deals for the pharmacy industry,
brought to you by Cruise Weekly.

Sponsored by Cruise Weekly
your FREE cruise newsletter
Subscribe now

www.cruiseweekly.com.au
MSC Cruises is offering guests
three gifts to chose from when
they book a Mediterranean or
Northern Europe 2013 European
Summer cruise of seven nights
or more.
As part of the deal, cruisers can
choose either a maximum
$300AUD onboard credit, or a
Cheers beverage package, or a
cabin upgrade (subject to
availability at time of request).
One slight caveat is that all
passengers in the booking must
have the same gift.
See your travel agent, or visit
www.msccruises.com.au.
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Crosthwaite joins Guild Vic
THE Pharmacy Guild of Australia’s
Victorian branch has appointed
Allan Crosthwaite as its new
Director.
Crosthwaite comes to the
position having most recently
served as the CEO of the
Melbourne Market Authority, and
according to the Guild, has
extensive experience representing
industry bodies and organisations
in Canberra and Victoria.
His recent achievements include
overseeing the plan for the
relocation of the Victorian
Wholesale Market to Epping.
In addition Crosthwaite has held
senior positions with the
Complementary Health Care
Council of Australia and has worked
with Commonwealth and state
governments on policy
development and implementation.
“We look forward to Allan joining
us in January, his business
development and leadership skills
particularly in the area of major
projects makes him the ideal choice
for this key role in community
pharmacy,” said President of the
Victoria Branch George Tambassis.
Meanwhile, Crosthwaite’s

appointment follows the
retirement of Maurice Sheehan,
after almost 20 years in the role.

NDIS to kick off in July
THE National Disability Insurance
Scheme will kick off in SA,
Tasmania, the ACT, the Hunter in
NSW and the Barwon area of
Victoria in July this year.
“The scheme will provide people
with significant and permanent
disability the same rights as other
members of Australian society to
realise their potential for physical,
social, emotional and intellectual
development,” a statement from
the Dept of Human Services said.
“The scheme will give people
with disability control to choose the
care and support they need to
reach their goals over their lifetime.
“Under the NDIS, those who are
eligible will develop an individual
plan with the Launch Transition
Agency, which will be used to
assess their need for reasonable
and necessary supports,” the
statement added.
See www.ndis.gov.au.
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TRAGEDY tourists brush close
to catastrophe.
A group of five German
tourists who hired an inflatable
boat to get a close look at the
Costa Concordia wreckage have
narrowly escaped an unfortunate
fate after they found themselves
at the mercy of the sea.
Interestingly the group were
passengers onboard the Costa
Magica, and decided to inspect
the wreck during a port call to
Civitavecchia, where they
picked up transport to Santo
Stefano, and then in turn hired
the inflatable boat.
It all went pear shaped for the
group however when they
neared Concordia and the
waves started to get bigger and
bigger and began to swamp
their small craft.
Fortunately the Italian Coast
Guard managed to get to the
hapless tourists in time before
their boat sunk.

WIN A QR HEALTH™ PRIZE PACK
This week Pharmacy Daily is giving ten
lucky readers the chance to win a Quick
Response Health™ prize pack, valued at
$92 each.
Quick Response Health™ is a new brand
from the Hydration Pharmaceuticals
Trust – the makers of Hydralyte™.
Q.R Health™ is a range of high potency,
premium quality effervescent vitamins
and supplements. The 6 unique products in the Q.R Health™ range have
been speciﬁcally formulated to maximise efﬁcacy through a pleasant
taste and delivery format.

PSA intern training puts you a step ahead

Each prize pack includes all 6 products in the range: QR Defence; QR Her;
QR Him; QR Strength; QR Energy & QR Immunity.
For more information go to www.quickreponsehealth.com .

9 Train at your own pace to get the best job, faster
9 Fast track the program in as little as 6 months

Enrol now at www.psa.org.au/intern
Enquiries to intern@psa.org.au

9 Prepare for your exams with written and oral
exam preparation modules
9 Complete NEW preceptor-led oral exam
preparation activities
9 Start your Diploma of Management as part of
your intern training

PSA Enabling your future.

For your chance to win, simply be the ﬁrst person to send in the correct
answer to the question below to: comp@pharmacydaily.com.au

True or False: The QR Health range has an
effervescent formulation to promote rapid
absorption
Congratulations to yesterday’s lucky winners, Jolyon Hawley of Aspen
Pharmacare and Katy Duldig of The Pharmacy Guild of Australia.
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